Gantry Crane

- Heavy Duty Fabrication
- EOT Crane
- Heavy Machinery Spares
- Bushes Manufacturer
- Roller Manufacturer In India
- Gear Coupling and Shaft
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Heavy duty fabrication is manufacturing process of oversized and largest lift irrigation equipment, **heavy machinery spare**, stop log gates, etc. steel profiles. Shree Shakti engineering works is one of the most prominent heavy duty fabricator, based in Ahmedabad.
Heavy Fabrication We Offer

- Crane Hoist
- Plummer Block
- Canals And Dams Spare
- Worm Wheel And Shaft
- Self Lubricating Bush
- Gun Metal Bushes
- Vertical Dam Gate
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Electrical Overhead Travelling Crane generally referred as **EOT Crane** is most common lifting equipment very useful in heavy duty material handling in various industries. We provide fabrication support help us to manufacture EOT Crane with weight up to 10 Ton.
With the assist of fit up and final welding service we offers high quality heavy machinery spares such as Worm Wheel And Shaft, Dial Indicator, Rope Pulley, Barrage, Gear Coupling, etc. These heavy machinery spares are utilized in various heavy duty machinery.
We have state of art in manufacturing wide range of bushes by using ferrous casting from aluminium bronze, tin bronze and graphite materials. Our range of bushes has trunnion hub bush, Ab-1 bush, Gun metal Bushes and Self Lubricating bush.
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Roller is spinning on a fixed axis that provide enable the easy movement of heavy duty machinery in which it is fixed. Shree Shakti engineering works is leading roller manufacturer in India. We fabricated heavy roller from metals like stainless steel, iron, etc.
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Gear coupling is mechanical spares that connecting two nonlinear shafts. It is also used to transmit torque between two shafts. We are manufacturer and supplier of heavy and largest sizes gear coupling, gear shaft at very reasonable prices in Gujarat, India.
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